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Let F be a Sperner family of subsets of {l,..., m]. Bohobas showed that if 
A G F G- A = {l,..., mj\A E F, and if the parameters of F are p,, ,..., pm then 
Kwa 
z Pi/cz~~ + i Pi/G!!z.J < 2. 
i-0 ~=rfn/zl+I 
Here we generalize this result and prove some analogues of it. A corokry of 
Bohobas result is that 1 F 1 < 2(~,$&). Purdy proved that if A e F = A #F tien 
1 F 1 < (l$I+J, which implies Bohobas’ corollary. We also show that Purdy’s 
result may be deduced from Bollobas’ by a short argument. Finally, we give a 
canonical form for Sperner families which are also pairwise intersecting. 
1. CANONICAL SPERNER FAMILIES 
If A and B are two subsets of {I,..., ml, neither of which contain the other, 
write A c8 B if max{x: x E A\B) < max{x: x E B\A}. This defines a partial 
order in which the sets of the same size are totally ordered. We call <s the 
squashed order. Also write A < B if max{x: x E A\@ > max{x: x E B\A]. 
We call cL the antilexicographic order. Clearly the squashed order is the 
reverse of the antilexicographic order. 
A Sperner family F = {Al ,..., At) is a set of subsets of {l,..,, m} such that 
no one subset contains another. The parameters p,, , pl ,..., pm of F axe tie 
number of sets of size 0, I,..., m, respectively, in F. Daykin, Godfrey, and 
Hilton [6] and independently Clements [3], showed that if there is a Sperner 
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family F with parameters p,, , pl ,..., pm then there is a canonical Sperner 
family SF, the squashed family, with the same parameters. The family ?Z’ 
is as follows, If k is the largest index such that pk + 0 we take the first p% 
sets, S(k; p& in the order <8 of size k; then we take the mst pkVI sets, 
S(k; ph , p& in <8 of size k - 1 which are not contained by any sets of 
S(k; p& then we take the first p&z sets, S(k; pk , p&l , pk-J in <8 of size 
k - 2 which are not contained by any sets of S(k; p&) u S(k; pTC , p&; and 
so on. 
Given a Sperner family F on {l,..., rnj with parameters p0 ,..., pm , a second 
canonical Sperner family ALF, the a&lexicographic family, with the same 
parameters as F, may be constructed as follows. First form the Sperner 
family F of complements of sets in P, this has parameters q,, ,..., q% , where 
q$ = pm-$ . Then form the Sperner family 5’F. Finally take the set of comple- 
ments of sets in ?@. 
It is not very hard to see that ALF may alternatively be described as follows 
If h is the least index such that pA # 0 then we take the first ph sets L(h, pJ 
of ske h in <L ; then we take the first p&.1 sets L(h; ph , ph+J of size h -+ 1 
which do not contain any sets of L(h; pJ; then we take the first ph+% sets 
W; Ph , P &.1 , p,& of size h + 2 which do not contain any sets of L(h; pJ v 
Wkph, phd; ad ~0 cm. 
Let K(h; pTZ) denote the set of al1 sets size h + 1 which contain at least one 
Set Of L(h; ph)* It iS easy t0 see that 
2. SPERNER FAMILIES WIT pi =pmei 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Letp,,,pl ,..., pm be the parameters of a 5perner family F @ 
subsets of{l,..., rnj and let pi = pm+ (0 < i, < m/2). Then 
(i) there is a Sperner family with tr$e same parameters in which ail 
sets of size < mJ2, and [&p,J sets of size m/2 l$rn is even, contain the element 
m; 
(Here [x] denotes the Iargest integer not larger than x.) Inequality (2) 
.582a/26/2-8 
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generalizes a result of Bollobas [I] who proved it under the hypothesis that F 
was complemented, that is, A E F + A = {I,..., nz}\A c F. It also generalizes 
a theorem of Greene, Katona, and Kleitman [lo], and the well-known 
Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem [7]. Inequality (3) also generalizes a result of 
Bollobas [l]. 
We may also remark that to say that E’is a Sperner family of subsets of 
u,..., m} such that A, BE F + A u B #{l,..., m} and A IT B # JZ is 
equivalent to saying that p u F is a Sperner family. Therefore, by dividing the 
right-hand side of (2) and (3) by 2, we obtain two inequalities for these 
Sperner families as well. In this form (3) was also obtained by Brace and 
Daykin [2]. 
ProojI Let h be the least index such that ph + 0. Clearly h # 0. Consider 
the union of 
if m is odd, or the union of 
Lb% ph) u -W; Ph , Ph+d CJ ‘*- ‘.J -W; Ph , Ph+l ,a.., Ph/2)-1, @Pm/28 
if m is even. 
The S-sets and the L-sets are disjoint since the L-sets are all after the S-sets 
in the squashed order. Furthermore, no S-set contains m and each L-set, 
being a complement (with possibly one exception when m is even) of an 
S-set, contains m. This proves (i). 
Part (ii) follows from Lubell’s inequality [14] since the S-sets form a 
Sperner family on {l,..., m - I} in which the number of sets size i is pi(m/2 < 
i < m); and the L-sets, when {ml is removed from each, form a Sperner 
family on {I,..., m - 11 in which the number of sets size i - 1 is pi (0 < i < 
OPT. 
When m is even the contribution of the middle-sized sets to (2) is 
from the S-sets, and the L-sets, respectively, and the sum of these two is 
pm,2/(&‘&) as required. 
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Part (iii) follows from part (ii) since (&$-l ) is the largest denominator in 
the left-hand side of (2). 
3. SPERNER FAMILIES IN WHICH NO k SETS HAVE AN EMPTY INTERSECTION 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let m 2 1, k > 2 and let 1 = [(k - 1) . m/kJ. Let F be 
a SperBer family of subsets of {l,..., m] with parameters pO , pl :..., P.~ and let 
pl+l = ~3 + pm = 0. Let F have the property that no k sets in F have a!? empty 
intersection. Then 
(i) ALF also has that property; in fact every set in ALF contairts m. 
(4) 
Remark. Part (ii) of Theorem 2 was proved by Frank1 in [S], but we 
believe that his proof was rather more difficult to follow than the one given 
here. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We start from the fact (see [g]) that (i) is .true when 
p. zzz .-. =pzul zzz 0. Let g be the size of the smallest set in F. We proceed by 
induction on 1 - q. Let FC be the set of those sets in F of size q, and let Fe 
be the set of subsets of {l,..., rnj of size q + 1 which contain at least one set of 
Fg . Then it follows from the Kruskal-Katona theorem l3, 4> IO, 11, 121 
that 1 lFg 1 2 1 IL(q;p&. Clearly p = (F\F& u lF* aIs0 has the property 
that no k sets in p have an empty intersection. Therefore there is a set p with 
parameters (P~+~ + I WI; P& pq+2 ,..., pL with this property. By induction 
ALF” also has this property, and every set in ALF” contains the element {ml. 
From (I), therefore, ALF itself has this property, and each set contains @.I. 
Part (i) now follows by induction. 
Part (ii) now follows from Lubell’s inequality [14] since if we remove 1% 
from each set in ALF we obtain a. Sperner family on {l,..., m - 1) where 
the number of sets size i - I is p$ . 
4. STERNER FAMILIES IN WHICH ANY PAIROF SETS HAVE AT LEAST t COMMON 
ELEMENTS 
In [9] Frank1 proved that if F is a family of subsets of size (k + f} of 
AL*.., BZ] such that every pair of sets has at Ieast f elements in common, and if 
f > 15 and m > (k j- l)(t + l), then 1 F 1 < (ti;t) with equality if and only 
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if F consists of all (k + f)-element subsets of {l,..., WZ~ containing a fixed 
t-element subset. Here we extend this to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let k > 1, t > 15, m > (k + l)(t + 1). Let F be a Sperner 
family on {l,..., rnj with parameters p0 ,..., pm and let p0 = e.0 = pcmI = 0 
andpk+t+I = .** = pm = 0. Let F have the property that each pair of sets in F 
has at least t common elements. Then 
(i) ALF also has this property; in fact every set in ALF contains 
{m - t + I,..., m}. 
ProoJ The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2, making 
appropriate and obvious modifications at each step. 
5. UNCOMPLEMENTED SPERNER FAMILIES 
A Sperner family on {l,..., m} is uncomplementedif A E F Z- 2 = {I,..., mj\ 
A $ F. Purdy [15] proved that if F is uncomplemented then 
It is easy to see that this result implies the corollary (given in the Abstract) 
to Bollobas’ result [l]. 
Here we show by a short argument that vice versa, Bollobas’ corollary 
(and therefore Theorem l(iii)) implies Purdy’s result. 
Proof of Purdy’s Theorem from BoUob& 
Let F = {AI ,..., &I be an uncomplemented Sperner family on {l,..., ml. 
We construct from this a complemented Sperner family G on {I,..., rnj LI {a~] 
as follows: 
(a) If Ai C & for some i, j then put 
(b) If A6 3 &. for some i, j then put 
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(c) If? for some i, A3 @ & and .& @ A5 for any j, k, put 
Ai u {a], & in G. 
Clearly G is complemented. Furthermore, for any i, exactly one of (a) 
Ai C & for somej, (b) & C Ai for some j, (c) & q & for any j, and .& q A6 
for any k, is true, since {A1 ,..., &.} is a §perner family. Thus, for each i, 
only one of (a), (b), (c) in the construction applies. In addition, the construe- 
tion which applies to A$ also applies to &, since & C & =+ Aj C ii& and so, 
for any i, at most two of Ai, &, At u {MI), ,& u {a) are in G. Thus G is a 
Sperner family and 2 1 F J = ] G 1. 
Therefore using the corollary (mentioned in the Abstract) to 3oilobas’ 
result (or Theorem l(iii)) 
as required. 
6. CANONICAL ERD&-Ko-FUDO FAMILIES 
In this section we consider Sperner families F such that Al , AZ EF =+ 
A1 n Ag + ~5. These were the subject of the well-known paper by Erdos? 
Ko, and Rado [7], hence we shall call them EKR families. IIowever, in 
contrast to their original theorem, in the following theorem there is no 
restriction on the sizes of the sets of F. 
THEOREM 4. Let m > 1 and let Fbe an EKR family cfmbsets of {I,..,, LB]* 
Then ALF is also an EKR fmily. 
Proofi To say that F is an EKR family is equivalent to saying that F is 
Sperner and that, for al1 A E F, 3 E F, i? $ A; this, in turn, is equivalent to 
saying that, for each h such that 1 < h < m, 
and 
is Sperner, where Fi denotes the set of all sets of JJ of size i and if G is a 
Spernerfamily, A# denotes the set {A: 1 A 1 = h and 3 B E.F such that A C .B& 
Now if A$ u Fl u --* u Pfi is Sperner then so are both .S(ATLF u Fl u s-s w 
FJ and AL(A$ u Fl u --- u Fh). Since the sets of ,sA$ all come hefore the 
sets of M,(& U a-- U Ffi) in the squashed order, it follows that 
S(A$F) w AL(Fl u .*. u &) 
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is also a Sperner family, and thus, by the Kruskal-Katona theorem (as 
explained in [.5] or [9]) 
A@ U AL(Fl u ... u F,J (5) 
is a Sperner family. But, writing G = ALF, we have G = SJ?, so (5) becomes 
AhiTuGlu...uGlb. (6) 
Clearly we also have 
A/$flGh = a. (7) 
Thus, if F is EKR then (6) and (7) hold for all /z, 1 < h < m, so by using the 
argument at the start of the proof again, G is EKR; i.e., ALF is EKR. 
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